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ABOUT US
True Concept India has been a leading Manufacturer and Supplier of Cleaning Chemicals,
Cleaning Tools and Industrial Maintenance Products. We as a quality focused company offer our
customers an economical, high-quality and effective range of products. Also, we are a sole
Distributor for Reinol Obstfeld India Maintenance Chemicals from Gujarat. Our company was
founded by Mr. Brijesh Shah in 2003, with the mission to provide our customers utmost
satisfaction by offering them qualitative array which includes Soap Dispenser & Hand Dryers,
Floor Pad 3 M, Paper Tissue Products, Janitor Cart and MOP Refill. And our range has a huge
demand in the market owing to its easy to use, longevity and kind to user attributes.
Our manufacturing facilities adopt thorough practices and excellent quality control system that are
globally recognized for high standards and cost-effectiveness. As a result, we have been able to
produce valuable products for the customers. Moreover, we have exemplary concern for the
environment and therefore we utilize environment friendly inputs and methods in the
manufacturing of products. And all our professionals strive towards the highest quality standards
that helps us to present the finest cleaning solutions to the market. Due to all such efforts of our
company, we have been catering the ever-growing aspirations of our expanding client-base.

OUR CLIENTS
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WET MOP REFILL (Natural Cotton)
 Natural cotton Kentucky wet mop refill are available with loop end & Cut end.
 Available in 2" Tape, Weight available is in 300gms,350gms & 400gms.
 It is Light in weight & Easy to wash.
 It is Perfect stitching & Also Customized weight Available.

WET MOP REFILL (White Cotton)
 White cotton Kentucky mop refill are available with loop end & Cut end.
 Available in 2" Tape, Weight available 300gms,400gms
 It is Light in weight & Easy to wash
It has Perfect stitching & customized weight available
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WET MOP REFILL (Colour Yarn)
 Wet mop refill with Colour Yarn loop end.
 Can be easily Bifurcated as per colour code.
 Available in Red / Blue / Green & Yellow Colour in 2“ Tape.
 Weight 300gms, 350gms & 400gms.
 It is Light in weight & Easy to wash.
 It is Perfect stitching & also Customized weight Available.

WET MOP REFILL (Royal Blue & White Yarn)
 Royal Blue & White Yarn Kentucky wet mop refill is with loop end.
 Available in 2" Tape & Weight 400gms.
 It is Light in weight & Easy to wash.
 It is Perfect stitching & also Customized weight Available.
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WET MOP REFILL (Microfiber)
 Microfiber wet mop refill is made of premium antimicrobial yarns which provide the best balance for pick up,
retention and bacterial resistance.
These mops are produced with yarn spinning that allows laundering without netting.
These mops contain more Polyester & Polyamide fiber and will provide additional efficiencies, durability & its long
lasting.

WET MOP REFILL (Non Woven)
 Mop head is made from needle-punched nonwoven material that outlasts and outperforms is standard.
 Needs no break-in period Lightweight mop head is non linting, Mildew-resistant & Fast-drying
 Easy to rinse out & can be better used in high risk area like Hospital, Pharmacy Company, etc.

WET MOP ROUND REFILL
Premium textile blend yarn. Round shape and straight tail banding for greater floor coverage
 Looped ends prevent tangling and linting. Available in Red, Green, Yellow, Blue & White.
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WET MOPPING SET
 Wet mop set are accessible with various colors and weight.
 These mops have plastic mop holder, microfiber or cotton color coded mop refill and aluminum
handle with grip.
 These Wet Mop Set is used to clean the floors of various commercial and residential
establishment.
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WET MOP CLIPS & GRIPS
 Wet mop clips are used for Cotton & microfiber wet mop refill.
 Wet mop Grips are used for aluminium / metal pipes with different colour codes
 Virgin Material is Used. Unbreakable & durable.

ALUMINIUM / METAL PIPES
 Kentucky holder, i.e. Aluminium is 5ft long, 22'' & 24'' dia, & Metal Pipes Available in 4ft & 5ft 19’’dia & 22’’ dia
 Used as holder in wet & dry mop set with different color code
 Used as metal wiper holder, plastic floor wiper handle any type of mop ,wipers, floor pad holder etc..

Wet Mop Clips
Grips for Pipes
Aluminium Pipes
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Metal Pipes

DRY MOP REFILL (Blue Cotton)
 Dry Mop Refill Acrylic Blue is fabricated using premium quality material and leading edge technology as per the
industry standards.
That can easily swab the floor of home & office without get down on the floor. Apart from this, the offered refill can
be availed by our clients at industry leading prices.
 Long working life, Perfect fitting, Attractive designs. Size Available : 18” & 24”

DRY MOP REFILL (White Cotton)
 Dry mop refill cotton is premium quality Dust Controller Refill. The refill is manufactured using premium quality
material and cutting edge technology in accordance with the international quality standards.
 Contemporary designs, Fine finish, Excellent dust absorption.
 Size Available : 18” & 24”

ACRYLIC DRY MOP FRAME
 Acrylic Dry Mop Frame is 60cm, made of Stainless steel.
 Great for commercial premises , households & Suitable for Tiles and all Hard Surfaces.
 Can be used in Acrylic, Acrylic Blue & Cotton Dry Mop Refills.

Blue Cotton
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White Cotton

Dry Mop Frame

DRY MOPPING SET
 Dry Mop Set is an excellent choice for Dry mopping of all types of smooth & hard floors such as
marble, mosaic, wooden, terracotta, sandstone, vinyl etc.
 Attracts Dust like magnet.
 Made of finely twisted 100% acrylic fibers.
 Swivel base is made of a strong frame with 360° plastic joint. Has easy stress - free movement &
cleans hard to reach areas.
 Mop backing made of strong polyester material.
 Long handle ensures straight back while cleaning.

Blue cotton Dry Mop Set
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White cotton Dry Mop Set

MICROFIBER WET & DRY MOP REFILL
 Microfiber Mop Set contains the latest technology in cleaning with microscopic fibers working wet or
dry to lift dirt. This is the perfect tool to complement your Smart Broom for your hard wood, laminate or
tile floors.
 The ultra fine synthetic fiber is very strong, lint free and extremely absorbent - holding six times its
weight in water. This means that the mop is lightweight and compact, yet holds sufficient water for
cleaning; while at the same time not dripping.
 The microfibers have a positive charge that attracts dust, which has a negative charge. Therefore, dust
and dirt particles are not only attracted to the microfiber, but are held tightly and are not redistributed
around the room during cleaning.

MICROFIBER DRY MOP FRAME
The Microfiber dry mop frame is collapsible for touch-free operation.
The swivel allows the head to turn and pivot for easy cleaning.
 Flat mop holder with pivoting, low-profile head. TCI mops fit securely to stay on mop holder during
wringing.

Microfiber Wet Mop Refill
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Microfiber Wet Mop Refill

Microfiber Wet Mop Frame

MICROFIBER WET & DRY MOP SET
 Microfiber wet & dry mop set is full 16“ & 18’’ in length mean that it covers a lot of floor quickly; but
whether you're using the wet pad or the dust mop pad.
 Microfiber mops move more smoothly and easily over the floors. It weighs less than conventional
mops so it's less likely to cause back problems. Microfiber pads require less scrubbing and therefore
less exertion.
The pads can be washed hundreds of times so you have a freshly laundered, clean smelling, germ-and
bacteria-free mop each time you use it.
The base effortlessly pivots into corners and baseboards to clean. It uses far less, or even no cleaning
chemicals at all. Finally, it also converts from a wet mop to a dust mop in an instant. Long handle
ensures straight back while cleaning
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MICROFIBER ALUMINIUM MOP SET
The microfiber cloth head attracts and traps dirt, cleans grease and scuff marks and is quick
drying.
 Use damp or dry , No squeezing, no bucket and no chemicals is required.
 Microfiber Aluminium mop set strong construction for tough jobs.
 Large swivel head covers more surface area & it is Machine washable and reusable cloths.
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WRINGER TROLLEY (20 Liter.)
 The system works with a wet mop that is dipped into one bucket having clean water and after cleaning is then
squeezed through with the dirty water falling into the same bucket.
 The process can be repeated multiple times without straining one’s back.
 It is effective to use in hospitals, Industrial offices, hotels where a large part of the area has to be cleaned
hygienically in the shortest span of time.
 The mop can be squeezed by just pressing a handle like a lever and the mop is completely rinsed of the dirty
water. Trolleys available in colour coding

ECO WRINGER TROLLEY
 Eco Wringer Trolley has double bucket. The Eco wringer is attached with the bucket to wring the mop.
 A pushing handle is attached with the trolley to push it. Due to its four wheels and guards, it is easy to carry
and move. It has two buckets, where each contain 15 ltr or 25ltr water capacity.
 Pushing handle is very comfortable for the easy movement of the trolley, Both buckets and wringer are
removable.
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PRO WRINGER TROLLEY (50 Ltr.)
 Pro Wringer Trolley (50 Ltrs) is much appreciated for its robust design.
 It is Complete balancing & has smooth movement.
 Also they are precisely designed trolleys which offer control & protection to the users &
operators.
 Bucket Capacity: 25 Ltrs Each Bucket
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JANITOR CARTS
Janitor cart Collect waste and transport tools for efficient cleaning.
Smooth, easy-to-clean surface. Zippered bag for easy trash removal.
Non Marking Wheels, Swivel Casters, Vinyl Bag, (2) Bottle Caddies, (5) Mop Grip Holders, Molded Tool Holders,
(4) Safety Sign Holders.
Optional locking compartment to keep cleaning chemicals out of reach.
Large capacity: 3 shelves, hooks and holders for all cleaning equipment.
Bottom shelf easily accommodates any type cleaning equipment.

MULTIFUCTION CARTS
 Janitor cart Collect waste and transport tools for efficient cleaning.
 Smooth, easy-to-clean surface. Zippered bag for easy trash removal.
 Non Marking Wheels, Swivel Casters, Vinyl Bag, (2) Bottle Caddies, (5) Mop Grip Holders, Molded Tool Holders,
(4) Safety Sign Holders.
 Optional locking compartment to keep cleaning chemicals out of reach.
 Large capacity: 3 shelves, hooks and holders for all cleaning equipment.
 Bottom shelf easily accommodates any type cleaning equipment.
 Additional 15 x 2 wringer bucket with Squeezer.
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LINEN/ ROOM SERVICE CARTS
 Linen Carts offers linen and trash collection along with an adjustable shelf for clean linens.
Additional hooks on the back for tool storage.
 Adjustable Shelf in cabinet accommodates specific storage supply needs and provides
flexibility. Add extra shelves for additional customization.
 Double Bag Capacity allows for multiple collection streams such as linens and waste or
recycling with waterproof PVC lining.
 Durable" Ball Bearing Wheels and Casters allow for easy move ability.
 Durable Commercial Grade Construction lasts for years to come.
 Full-Size cabinet offers exceptional storage space and adjustable middle shelf. Add additional
shelves for greater organization.
 Locking Cabinet Doors can be added secure supplies while the cart is unattended.
 Locking Casters ensure stability and keep cart in position while cleaning.
 Multiple Accessories are available to help customize our carts to your needs.
Replacement bags are available.
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ECO PLASTIC SQUEEGEES
 Plastic Floor Wiper are best for cleaning all wet surfaces
 Provides effective cleaning without scratching or marks on the floors
Straight Squeegee with 5ft Aluminium / Metal long handle.
 Superior rubber grip, Unbreakable & Lightweight & Non-Sparking
 Eco-friendly & Smooth finish
 Available in Red, Green & Blue Colour
Size Available : 1ft,1.5ft & 2 ft
 Replacement Rubber Also Available
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IMPORTED PLASTIC SQUEEGEES
 Imported Plastic Squeegee is uniquely designed with twin foam rubber blade for Cleaning & Drying floor.
It provides faster drying time with high grade blade.
The plastic Frame and twin foam rubber blade of this squeegee are non-porous to retard the growth of bacteria.
 Suitable for food processing, service environments, wood floors, ceramic, wet and dry indoors and outdoors,
when paired with a aluminum handle.
The twin foam, rubber squeegee, digs deep into tile crevice and uneven surfaces to remove liquids, leaving the
floor 100% dry
 Available in White Rubber & Black Rubber
 Size Available : 45cm,55 cm & 75 cm Grey Squeegee
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FLOOR CLEANING HARD BRUSH
 Floor Cleaning Hard Brush has accurate dimensions, durability , high strength & reliability
 Usage: Sweeping Floor, Lobby Area, etc.
 Feature: Eco-Friendly
 Material: PP & Bristle: PVC/PP
 Size Available : 20" & 24"
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S.S WINDOW SQUEEGEES
 Stainless steel squeegee leaves glass clean and streak free.
 Squeegee is quite large, so it is best option for commercial uses.
 Stainless steel squeegees are quite popular because they are more lightweight, yet tougher than
their brass counterparts.
 Black & Blue Replacement rubber for squeegee is also available separately. Size available is
25cm, 35cm, 40cm, 45cm &105 cm.
 Size Available: 25cm, 35cm ,40cm, 45cm & 105cm.

S S Window Squeegee
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Replacement Rubber

WINDOW WASHER
 Window Washer is completed with standard sleeve and plastic T-handle.
 The sleeve of this washer is made up of cotton, due to which it works very smoothly.
 They are designed for cleaning windows.
 They are sleek in design. They are strong build, Light weight, Quality assured, Durable.
 Replaceable Sleeves available separately. Size Available: 35 cm

COMBI GLASS CLEANER
 Combi Glass Cleaner is the best option for cleaning Glass, it work faster with strip washer and squeegee
both in one.
 Strip washer applies liquid and squeegee clings to glass removing liquid completely. Quick-connect
mechanism converts handheld cleaner to high reach tool.
 The cotton material let you clean the glass gently and the squeegee let you wipe the water completely without
any scratch or mark.
 Available in Blue & Yellow Colour & Size Available : 35 cm & 45 cm

Replaceable Sleeves
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COBWEB BRUSH (FAN)
 Cobweb Brush (Fan) is the best for removing dust and dirt.
 Easy to cleans top and bottom of ceiling fan blades .
 Suits all size telescopic handles
 It is Time saving, Reliable, High quality & Durable

COBWEB BRUSH (PIPE)
 Cobweb Brush (Pipe) is designed for cleaning ledges and the tops of cupboards with ease
 Great for cleaning pipes and structural steel
 Curved shape bristle head allows for cleaning around pipes or all curved surfaces.
 Especially good for those cobweb corners.
 Suits all size telescopic handles
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FLOOR / GLASS SCRAPPER
 This outstanding floor scraper makes it easy to remove sticking objects like wallpaper and gum as well as
flooring.
The easy-to-replace 5" blade clears a wide swath while the long 14" handle allows for better leverage and reach.
D-shaped rubber grip for comfort and control. Durable steel tubing and aluminum construction.
We provide difference types of Floor Scrapper, Pocket, Mini, Long Handle & Small handle Floor Scrapper, S.S
Mini Scrapper, S.S Glass Scrapper.
Replacement blades are also available.

Mini Scrapper

S S Mini Scrapper
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Pocket Scraper

Replacement Blades

S S Glass Scrapper

FLOOR CLEANING HARD BRUSH
 We provide highly effective Glass Cleaning Kit to our esteem customers. Glass Cleaning Kit helps in washing the
glass clean & make it shiny & spot free.
 The Glass Cleaning kit contains :
1. Telescopic pole 2 level - 1.2 mtr.,
2. Channel with rubber - 25cm /35 cm / 45 cm.
3. window squeegee handle, replacement rubber.
4. window washer complete .
5. 5 glass scrapper blade.
6. Cranked joint for telescopic pole
7. Floor and window scrapper.
8. 5 blade for scrapper.
9. Sponge

WINDOW CLEANING BUCKET
Window cleaning Bucket is shaped to compatible with window squeegee.
Lightweight and chemical resistant, Unique comfortable non-slip grip eliminates hand discomfort
Complete with dual squeegee & washer hangers.
Suitable for commercial cleaning
Size: H 250 x W 490 x D 240mm

Glass Cleaning Kit
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Window Cleaning Bucket

TELESCOPIC POLE
 Ideal for high-access cleaning with no ladder.
 Lightweight and strong. It has 2 Section & 3-section design Aluminum construction part of the Connect and
Clean system.
 Internal twist locks allow for easy, secure telescoping action at any height. It fits in Combi glass cleaner, glass
Scrapper, cobweb brush, squeegees.
 The locking collars are made from ABS. The end of each pole comprises a standard or screw cone for
mounting any type of tool.
 Extends from 1.2 meter to 9 meter. Extra Telescopic Pole’s Cone Available.
 Size available : 1.2 mtr, 2.4 mtr, 3.6 mtr, 4.5 mtr, 6 mtr, 9mtr.
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HAND PAD HOLDER
 Pad Holder can be used with any of the Hand Pads up to 4" x 6".
 For the smoothest job on flat surfaces.
 Can be attached or removed instantly, with no hardware to mar your finish.
 Hand pad holders are sold individually.

FLOOR PAD HOLDER
 Floor Holder can be used with any of the hand pad up to 4" x 6".
 For the smoothest job on flat surfaces.
 Can be attached or removed instantly, with no hardware to mar your finish.
 Aluminium 5ft Handle makes cleaning easy.
 Floor pad holders are sold individually.

HAND / FLOOR PAD
 Resists tearing splintering and shredding.
 Can be used dry or with water, oils or mild
cleaners
 Can easily be shaped to conform to part profiles
 Long lasting, Rinses clean and can be used over and over
 Hand pad holder sold separately

Hand Pad Holder
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Floor Pad Holder

Hand / Floor Pad

PLASTIC CADDY
 Plastic Caddy is designed to make storing and transporting cleaning supplies easier than ever.
 It holds cleaning tools, scrapers, roll towels, plastic liners, gloves, Toilet Cleaner, sponges and more.
Safely store your cleaning products in a maid carrier and keep them close at hand.
 Can be used on janitor carts or as a portable cleaning / storage caddy.
 Heavy-duty caddy conveniently fits on cleaning and housekeeping carts.
 Securely holds up to six 32 oz spray bottles and other common cleaning tools.

MICROFIBER CLOTH
 Plush, super-soft microfiber cloths, ideal for cleaning tasks in the home, garage, office, and more.
 Use damp to remove greasy smears, finger marks from mirrors and other surfaces.
 Lint-free, streak-free cleaning; with a non-abrasive design that won't scratch surfaces, paints, or clear coats.
 Pick up 97% of germs & bacteria & absorbs eight times its weight in water, and dries in half the time of
standard towels.
 Can be washed and reused hundreds of times.
 Eco-friendly; works well with just water
 Size: 16cm X 16cm
 Colors Available : Blue , Yellow, Pink, Green
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SIGN BOARD
Wet Floor / Cleaning in Progress / Work in Progress / No Entry /
Plain
Lightweight and compact for easy carrying and storage on janitorial carts.
 Bright colour for high visibility. Easy to assemble.
 Available colour is yellow
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URINAL SCREEN
Urinal Screen freshen urinals up to 30 days.
 Anti-splash nibs diffuse urine stream and prevents splashing onto walls and floors.
Saves up to 50% in cleaning time. A used Wave will shrink by 30% in 30 days, highlighting time to change
screen, & Can be used in all urinals.
 Releases optimized bacteria that clean the urinal and eliminate odors.
 Gradual fragrance release ensures 30-day performance.
Revolutionary design reduces splash back while optimizing fragrance release.
Available in Lemon Grass, Spicy Zing, Mango, Orange, Aqua & Green Apple etc flavor.

URINAL SCREEN TRIANGLE
 Urinal Screen Triangle has complete screen and chemical block bonded together & flexible triangular design
that fits perfectly in urinal.
Protect your pipe work, fixture or fitting from costly maintenance and time consuming cleaning with this easily
disposable urinal screen with block.
Simply place plastic screen with open end against centre of urinal. Upon flushing the urinal, the water
dissolves a portion of the waxy composition contained in the block, releasing its bacteriostatic ingredients and
refreshing scent.
Automatically cleans, descales, deodorizes with every flush.
specially formulated to prevent waste build-up.
It is Long lasting minimum of 30 days.

Urinal Screen Wave 2
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Screen Used in urinals

Urinal Screen triangle

MOPS & TOOLS HOLDER
 Mops & Tools Holder is best option for your mops, brooms, tools etc.
 Strong ABS plastic construction firmly holds your tools, whether that be your
mops or brooms, garden tools, musical or sporting equipment or any of your garage
tools.
 Holds five long handled tools and has two hooks for hanging smaller objects like
dustpan and brushes.
 Rolling ball design adjusts to the thickness of the different handles from 5/8 inch to
1 ¼ inch wide.
 Holds up to 20 kgs in weight.
 Easily mounts to the wall and comes with 3 screws for attachment.
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3 M PADS
 3 M Pads is used for light cleaning with either a rotary or automatic scrubber with minimal dulling of finish.
 It is also used for buffing very soft finishes or for polishing soft waxes on wood floors, light daily cleaning.
 Fine polishing particles dispersed throughout the pad provide high performance over the pad's life.
 For use with low-speed floor machines on many types of floors including wood.
 Removes scuffs and black heel marks and enhances floor appearance, the polishing pad is washable and
reusable.
 Available in Black, Green, Red, White.

SCOTCH BRITE PROFESSIONAL
 Scotch Brite Professional is Medium Duty Scour Pad. It is for Institutional use.
 HACCP Certified, Food Safe, Non-Woven, Durable, Safe on hands. Size : 3*4 & 4*6.
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MANUAL SOAP DISPENSER
MANUAL SOAP DISPENSER 500ml

MANUAL SOAP DISPENSER 1000ml

 Material : ABS Body

 Material : ABS Body

 Capacity : 500ml

 Capacity : 1000ml

 Drop : 1ml

 Drop : 1ml

 Dimensions : 101*93*209mm

 Dimensions : 105*110*275mm

HAND DRYER ABS (2000W)
Material : ABS
 Power : 2000 W
 Power Supply : 220V(50Hz-60Hz)
 Air Speed : 16m/s
 RPM : 2300
 Drying Time : <50 Second
 Noise Level : 25db
 Dimension : W240*D240*h230 mm
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